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① 지속되는 주파수의 링 모듈레이션

Mixtur, Wechsel, Streicher, Blech

② LFO(Low Frequency Oscillator)

Mixtur, Blöcke, Richtung, Ruhe, Vertikal, Streicher, Kammerton

③ 이동하는 주파수의 링 모듈레이션

Mixtur, Blöcke, Dialog, Wechsel, Punkte, Spiegel, Translation, Blech
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 검색어 : 슈톡하우젠(Stockhausen), 믹스처(Mixtur), 전자음악(Electronic Sound)

 E-Mail : takeluck@hanmail.net
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     Stockhausen's  Mixtur composed in 1964 is the work for the orchestra 

and electric sound, and creates new sound when sound of the musical 

instrument played is dealt with real time ring modulation and the orchestra 

and electric sound are played together.  Ring modulation takes the most 

role and makes a various sound effect in this work.  Especially, the first 

moment of 〔Mixtur〕 makes a various sound effect with various ring 

modulations.  So Mixtur presents new extension of new composition 

methods, which have never been found in existing music by using ring  

modulations as followings.  

  

     Firstly, the composer tried to harmonize the new tone generated from  

the tone of existing musical instruments and ring modulations.  Many 

existing composers have used the tone of the musical instruments of which 

the back sound is natural.  But after time went by, the composers of 

electronic music who had the concernment on a new sound had the 

concernment on and used the noise and the tone of percussion instruments 

of which the back sound is non-natural in the work.  But two streams have 
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developed respectively. Stockhausen, who had a concernment on the 

harmony of the tone of natural back sound and non-natural back sound, 

didn't handle the tone of existing musical instrument and that of new 

electronic sound generated from ring modulations differently, and tried to 

harmonize two tones suitably.  In addition to it, he made two different 

sounds heard to be one as if they were  played by one instrument.  

     Secondly, the vibrato blocked by the limitation of play was extended 

by LFO.  Players' vibrato in play of the musical instrument can be different 

respectively.  But, it was blocked by the limitation because a player could 

not play the musical instrument with the hand more fast than defined tempo.  

  The wah wah effects have been played by the hand which was not so 

fast, and the vibrato of a string instrument, also, could not be played more 

faster than defined tempo.  But, Stockhausen created vibrato faster than 

that of the play by LFO, and transcended the limitation of the vibrato in this 

work.  In addition, a player can increase or decrease tempo continuously, 

and by this process, the player can elevate the musical image more 

strongly.  

     Thirdly, the sound scale blocked by the limitation in play of the 

musical instrument was extended by the ring modulation.  The existing play 

of the instrument has defined sound scale due to the distinctive quality of 

the musical instrument.  But if it  goes through the ring modulation, the 

sound scale is extended due to the new frequency generated by the sum 

and the difference of the frequency and played sound.  So even though it is 

impossible to play a musical interval, it can be possible to make a musical 

interval based on the frequency of the ring modulation.  The extension of 

musical scale can give free effectiveness to the work, and can have the 

expanded musical image. 

     Fourthly, Glissando, which had the limitation in the play of the musical 

instrument, was extended more.  In the case of the string instrument, the 

consecutive  glissando can be played only on one string.  So the 
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comparative sound scale can decrease.  In addition, the wind instrument has 

the weakness that the minute sounds among the musical interval operated 

by the finger can not be played.  But, if the moving ring modulation 

frequency is added to the sound of the musical instrument, the player can 

play glissando even in the sound interval the musical instrument can not 

play, and the player can play even the minute sounds among the musical 

intervals successively.  Glissando which has the wide sound scale can 

display the strong effectiveness in the work.

     Mixtur is the work which expresses harmony of the electronic sound 

going through the sound of the musical instrument and ring modulation.  It 

is the work which harmonized and unified the existing music and electronic 

music into one.  The composers of existing electronic music considered the 

electronic music to be the new sphere which was different from the existing 

one.  But Stockhausen didn't.  Stockhausen made the electronic sound 

adding ring modulation to the music played by the musical instrument, and 

harmonized and unified music into one as if they were played by one 

musical instrument.  The sound of the musical instrument and the electronic 

sound of which the relation was righteous and contrary became mixed 

into unification when they were harmonized in Mixtur. 


